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Anguilliform Swimming?

• Simple geometry for swimmer: eel
• Reverse-engineering of motion

–given a  biological objective, 
identify and characterize  a 
swimming mode

• Approach/Assumptions
–Undulatory swimming modes 

dominated by flow physics
–Simple assumptions about 

biomechanics
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Swimming modes (1)

• Efficiency
–Long migration
–Metabolic measurements in eels 

indicate high swimming 
efficiency

–In contradiction with observed 
wake patterns: lateral jets?

• Speed
–wake changes?
–motion

U.K Mueller et al (2001), J. Exp. Biol. 204

6000 km

Sargasso Sea

long range migration of 
European Eel

Tytell and Lauder (2004), J. Exp. Biol. 207
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Swimming modes (1)

• Efficiency
–Long migration
–Metabolic measurements in eels 

indicate high swimming 
efficiency

–In contradiction with observed 
wake patterns: lateral jets?

• Speed
–wake changes?
–motion

U.K Mueller et al (2001), J. Exp. Biol. 204

6000 km

Sargasso Sea

long range migration of 
European Eel

Tytell and Lauder (2004), J. Exp. Biol. 207

Investigation of Efficient 
and 
Fast modes
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Swimming modes (2)

• Acoustics
–Sensing in fishes

•Predator evasion/Prey detection
•orientation
•communication

–Acoustic far-field of swimmers
•little knowledge: monopole or dipole
•experimental challenges
•models needed to estimate detection distances
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Swimming modes (2)

• Acoustics
–Sensing in fishes

•Predator evasion/Prey detection
•orientation
•communication

–Acoustic far-field of swimmers
•little knowledge: monopole or dipole
•experimental challenges
•models needed to estimate detection distances

Find Quiet mode
How close is it to 
Efficient ?
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(Reverse) engineering

Swimming mode 
•as the solution of optimization problem in 

search space = motion
•characterized in terms of

–Kinematics
–Dynamics
–Fluid mechanics

•wake
•noise generation

–Motion generation
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(Reverse) engineering

Function

Efficiency

Speed

Stealth

Identification

Motion

Wake

Noise

Dynamics
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Optimization

(Reverse) engineering

Function

Efficiency

Speed

Stealth

Identification

Motion

Wake

Noise

Dynamics
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Optimization

(Reverse) engineering

Function

Efficiency

Speed

Stealth

Identification

Motion 
parameterization

Numerical 
simulation

Motion

Wake

Noise

Dynamics

Objective 
function
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Optimization

(Reverse) engineering

Function

Efficiency

Speed

Stealth

Identification

Motion 
parameterization

Numerical 
simulation

Evolutionary strategy

Motion

Wake

Noise

Dynamics

Objective 
function
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• Eel-like body with ellipsoid cross 
sections

• Motion determined by 2D deformation 
of centerline: wave of curvature

Geometry and Motion Parameterization

4844

surrounding fluid is described by the 3D incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations:

!· u = 0·, (11)

where D/Dt="/"t+u·!, and g are the body forces per unit mass.
The feedback from the body to the fluid is realized by imposing
no slip boundary conditions on the moving fish surface relating
the fluid velocity at the boundary uf, and the body velocity uc:

mxc = uc = uf·. (12)

The motion of the self-propelled body is in turn described by
Newton’s equations of motion:

mẍc = F (13)

Iz!c + Iz!c = Mz·. (14)

F and Mz are the fluid force and yaw torque acting on the body
surface, xc is the position of the center of mass of the body, !c

its global angular velocity, m the total mass, and Iz the (time
dependent) inertial moment about the yaw axis. The feedback
of the fluid torque is limited to the yaw direction to simplify
computations. The fluid force F and the torque Mz are
computed as follows:

The far field boundary condition is set to a constant static
pressure, modeling the fish propelling itself through an infinite
tank of still fluid. The 3D Navier–Stokes equations were solved
using the commercial package STAR-CD v. 3.15. STAR-CD
computes flows on arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian grids by
solving an additional space conservation equation. Eqn·10 and
Eqn·11 are discretized using a finite volume approach with
first-order discretization in time and second-order in space. The
solution of Newton’s equations of motion and the resulting grid
deformation and motion are implemented in user subroutines
linked to STAR-CD. This setup allows for explicit coupling of
fluid and body physics only. The implemented coupling
procedure is a staggered integration algorithm (Farhat and
Lesoinne, 2000); a detailed description is given in the
Appendix (B).

The fluid flow is computed on a single block structured grid.
The computational domain around the deforming body is a
cylinder with a hemispherical end at the head of the body. The
outer domain boundary is translated according to the mean
kinematics of the swimming body while the deformation of the
surface of the body is propagated to the interior grid cells using
a grid deformation approach proposed elsewhere (Tsai et al.,
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2001). The grid is subdivided into smaller blocks, for which a
spring network is used to determine the deformation of the
corner points. Subsequently, in each block an arc-length-based
transfinite interpolation is used to propagate the deformations
of the corner points (and the prescribed surface deformations
at the fluid–body boundary) to the interior grid cells. Fig.·1B
illustrates the deforming grid. The simulation setup and the
flow-structure coupling were validated on the testcase of a
sphere falling in liquid due to gravity. The results of the
validation are outlined in the Appendix (C).

All simulations are conducted with a constant viscosity of
%=1.4#10–4, body length L=1, density $fluid=$body=$=1, and
undulation frequency f=1. The resulting Reynolds number
Re=$LU#/% is in the range 2400–3900, depending on the
swimming mode, and is comparable to previous simulations
(Carling et al., 1998). All simulations are started with the body
at rest, and the motion is initialized by gradually increasing the
curvature amplitude from K(s)$0 to its designated value during
the first cycle. The optimization cases are run for 12 cycles and
the objective function values are computed using time-
averaged values during the last cycle.

The convergence of the results in terms of spatial and
temporal resolution was tested using the motion pattern
proposed in Eqn·5 (see Appendix). A grid with 3#105 cells and
a time step &t=5#10–4 (corresponding to 2000 time steps per
undulation cycle) was shown to accurately resolve the flow.
During the optimization, a grid with 7#104 cells and

S. Kern and P. Koumoutsakos

Fig.·1. Illustration of the analytical description of the three-
dimensional body. (A) Length of the two half axes w(s) and h(s) of
the ellipsoid cross sections according to Eqn·1 and Eqn·2; (B) slice
through the deforming grid used to solve the fluid dynamics part of
the fluid–body interaction. The computational domain consists of
circular cylinder of radius R and length L+Ldstr capped with a
hemisphere of radius R.
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the objective function values are computed using time-
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Fig.·1. Illustration of the analytical description of the three-
dimensional body. (A) Length of the two half axes w(s) and h(s) of
the ellipsoid cross sections according to Eqn·1 and Eqn·2; (B) slice
through the deforming grid used to solve the fluid dynamics part of
the fluid–body interaction. The computational domain consists of
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linked to STAR-CD. This setup allows for explicit coupling of
fluid and body physics only. The implemented coupling
procedure is a staggered integration algorithm (Farhat and
Lesoinne, 2000); a detailed description is given in the
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The fluid flow is computed on a single block structured grid.
The computational domain around the deforming body is a
cylinder with a hemispherical end at the head of the body. The
outer domain boundary is translated according to the mean
kinematics of the swimming body while the deformation of the
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2001). The grid is subdivided into smaller blocks, for which a
spring network is used to determine the deformation of the
corner points. Subsequently, in each block an arc-length-based
transfinite interpolation is used to propagate the deformations
of the corner points (and the prescribed surface deformations
at the fluid–body boundary) to the interior grid cells. Fig.·1B
illustrates the deforming grid. The simulation setup and the
flow-structure coupling were validated on the testcase of a
sphere falling in liquid due to gravity. The results of the
validation are outlined in the Appendix (C).

All simulations are conducted with a constant viscosity of
%=1.4#10–4, body length L=1, density $fluid=$body=$=1, and
undulation frequency f=1. The resulting Reynolds number
Re=$LU#/% is in the range 2400–3900, depending on the
swimming mode, and is comparable to previous simulations
(Carling et al., 1998). All simulations are started with the body
at rest, and the motion is initialized by gradually increasing the
curvature amplitude from K(s)$0 to its designated value during
the first cycle. The optimization cases are run for 12 cycles and
the objective function values are computed using time-
averaged values during the last cycle.

The convergence of the results in terms of spatial and
temporal resolution was tested using the motion pattern
proposed in Eqn·5 (see Appendix). A grid with 3#105 cells and
a time step &t=5#10–4 (corresponding to 2000 time steps per
undulation cycle) was shown to accurately resolve the flow.
During the optimization, a grid with 7#104 cells and
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Fig.·1. Illustration of the analytical description of the three-
dimensional body. (A) Length of the two half axes w(s) and h(s) of
the ellipsoid cross sections according to Eqn·1 and Eqn·2; (B) slice
through the deforming grid used to solve the fluid dynamics part of
the fluid–body interaction. The computational domain consists of
circular cylinder of radius R and length L+Ldstr capped with a
hemisphere of radius R.
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Lesoinne, 2000); a detailed description is given in the
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The fluid flow is computed on a single block structured grid.
The computational domain around the deforming body is a
cylinder with a hemispherical end at the head of the body. The
outer domain boundary is translated according to the mean
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2001). The grid is subdivided into smaller blocks, for which a
spring network is used to determine the deformation of the
corner points. Subsequently, in each block an arc-length-based
transfinite interpolation is used to propagate the deformations
of the corner points (and the prescribed surface deformations
at the fluid–body boundary) to the interior grid cells. Fig.·1B
illustrates the deforming grid. The simulation setup and the
flow-structure coupling were validated on the testcase of a
sphere falling in liquid due to gravity. The results of the
validation are outlined in the Appendix (C).

All simulations are conducted with a constant viscosity of
%=1.4#10–4, body length L=1, density $fluid=$body=$=1, and
undulation frequency f=1. The resulting Reynolds number
Re=$LU#/% is in the range 2400–3900, depending on the
swimming mode, and is comparable to previous simulations
(Carling et al., 1998). All simulations are started with the body
at rest, and the motion is initialized by gradually increasing the
curvature amplitude from K(s)$0 to its designated value during
the first cycle. The optimization cases are run for 12 cycles and
the objective function values are computed using time-
averaged values during the last cycle.

The convergence of the results in terms of spatial and
temporal resolution was tested using the motion pattern
proposed in Eqn·5 (see Appendix). A grid with 3#105 cells and
a time step &t=5#10–4 (corresponding to 2000 time steps per
undulation cycle) was shown to accurately resolve the flow.
During the optimization, a grid with 7#104 cells and
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Fig.·1. Illustration of the analytical description of the three-
dimensional body. (A) Length of the two half axes w(s) and h(s) of
the ellipsoid cross sections according to Eqn·1 and Eqn·2; (B) slice
through the deforming grid used to solve the fluid dynamics part of
the fluid–body interaction. The computational domain consists of
circular cylinder of radius R and length L+Ldstr capped with a
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Computational setup (1)
• Fluid-Structure Problem

– Self-propelled undulating body 
– ReL=UL/ν ≈30000

• Handled with
– 3D viscous unsteady DNS with STAR-CD 

v. 3.150A (ALE FV solver)
– Sequential staggered coupling of fluid 

and body physics (user subroutines)
– Moving & deforming structured grid 

• 300k cells (optimization cases: 70k)
• follows center of mass
• pressure boundary conditions

–  ReL=UL/ν ≈4000, Rea = a2/Tν ≈100

Inertial system x

y
u

v

ω

Copyright© 1997, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.

Since the structural problem is solved by the mid-

point rule, it follows that

un+i - un = — un+i

Finally, from Eqs. (13,14) we derive

n+i = un+i - - U n i o n T

(14)

(15)

which completes the proof by induction of PROPO-

SITION 1.

PROPOSITION 2. The ISS procedure described

above satisfies Eg. (6) (implied by the GCL) and

both interface continuity equations (4).

PROOF. Define

X r a _ i+X n + i

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (16) gives

At .
Xn —

 x
n_i + Xn

(16)

(17)

and substituting Eqs. (10,12) into Eq. (17) gives

xn = un on T (18)

which concludes the proof of PROPOSITION 2.

REMARK 2. From Eq. (13), it follows that up-

dating the fluid dynamic mesh using Eq. (11) is

equivalent to updating it using

xn , i = un -u,. (19)

The second proposition summarizes the main idea

behind the design of the ISS method, and high-

lights the major difference between this improved

serial staggered procedure and the conventional se-

rial staggered procedure CSS overviewed in Section

2.1.

The ISS method advocated in this paper is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. It is subiteration-free, has a com-

putational complexity that is similar to that of the

CSS method, and exhibits superior numerical prop-

erties that are highlighted in Section 6. It can be

equipped with fluid subcycling as for the case of the

CSS procedure (see Fig. 2).

4 An improved parallel partitioned

solution procedure

The mathematical analysis performed in [7] for a

linearized aeroelastic model problem suggests that

Wn-1/2 © Wn+i/2 ^

©V" Awl/2 Vn+l
Pn+3/2

0

Figure 4: ISS: the improved serial staggered proce-

dure

for the CPS procedure, inter-field parallelism is

achieved at the expense of amplified errors in the

fluid and structure responses. This is not surprising

given that the CPS method does not implement any

feedback between the fluid and the structure within

one coupled time-step. In order to improve the ac-

curacy of this basic parallel time-integrator, we pro-

pose to exchange information between the fluid and

structure kernels at half-step. We label the corre-

sponding staggered algorithm the Improved Parallel

Staggered (IPS) procedure, and depict it graphically

in Fig. 5.

x
n=-2(

u
n-l

 +
 '

r
ii)

 x
n+l/2=

u
l> xn+, = ̂ (un+Un+l)

Wn (T) ^ Wn+i ^ (?)

/
U

n+l

Figure 5: IPS: the improved parallel staggered pro-

cedure

The computations performed during the first half

of a cycle of the IPS procedure are identical to

those that are performed during a cycle of the

CPS method, except that the fluid system is ad-

vanced only up to tn+i, while the structure is time-

integrated all the way to tn+i- Let Wn+i and Un+i

denote respectively the fluid and state vectors corn-
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Computational setup (2)
• Acoustics problem

– Moving object
– Deforming object
– Far-field
– Low Mach number

• Handled with
– Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings acoustic 

analogy
– Source terms computed from incompressible 

flow solution
!

1
c2

!2

!t2
!"2

"
p!(x, t) =

!

!t
{["0vn + "(un ! vn)]#(f)}! !

!xi
{[Pij n̂j + "ui(un ! vn)]#(f)}

+
!2

!xi!xj
[TijH(f)]

“thickness noise” “loading noise”

“quadrupole noise”

y

x

v = U
u=v

n r o          ||

integration surface S

(data surface)

observer

f=0
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Computational setup (2)
• Acoustics problem

– Moving object
– Deforming object
– Far-field
– Low Mach number

• Handled with
– Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings acoustic 

analogy
– Source terms computed from incompressible 

flow solution
!

1
c2

!2

!t2
!"2

"
p!(x, t) =

!

!t
{["0vn + "(un ! vn)]#(f)}! !

!xi
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“thickness noise” “loading noise”
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Computational setup (2)
• Acoustics problem

– Moving object
– Deforming object
– Far-field
– Low Mach number

• Handled with
– Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings acoustic 

analogy
– Source terms computed from incompressible 

flow solution
“thickness noise” “loading noise”

y

x

v = U
u=v

n r o          ||

integration surface S

(data surface)

observer

f=0

!
1
c2

!2

!t2
!"2

"
p!(x, t) =

!

!t
{["0vn + "(un ! vn)]#(f)}! !

!xi
{[Pij n̂j + "ui(un ! vn)]#(f)}

+
!2

!xi!xj
[TijH(f)]– Control surface brought to swimmer surfacce

– Solved in integral form, Green’s function with advanced time Casalino, J. Sound Vib., 2003
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Optimization: Objective Functions
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Optimization: Objective Functions
1.Migration: Optimize swimming efficiency

f! =
mŪ2

2Wcycle
Wcycle =

! t+T

t

"

S
!¯̄! · n · u dS dt
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Optimization: Objective Functions

2.Burst swimming: Maximize swimming velocity with constraints on input 
power

1.Migration: Optimize swimming efficiency

f! =
mŪ2

2Wcycle
Wcycle =

! t+T

t

"

S
!¯̄! · n · u dS dt

fU = Ū ! c1Rmean ! c2Rpeak,

Rmean = H(P̄total ! P̄max) · (P̄total ! P̄max)2

Rpeak = H(Ptotal ! Pmax) · (Ptotal ! Pmax)2
Penalty terms}
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Optimization: Objective Functions

2.Burst swimming: Maximize swimming velocity with constraints on input 
power

1.Migration: Optimize swimming efficiency

f! =
mŪ2

2Wcycle
Wcycle =

! t+T

t

"

S
!¯̄! · n · u dS dt

fU = Ū ! c1Rmean ! c2Rpeak,

Rmean = H(P̄total ! P̄max) · (P̄total ! P̄max)2

Rpeak = H(Ptotal ! Pmax) · (Ptotal ! Pmax)2
Penalty terms}

3.Quiet swimming: Minimize sound pressure signature while achieving 
swimming velocity of efficient mode 

!!

!"#$

"

"#$

!

!!

!"#$

"

"#$

!

!!

!"#$

"

"#$

!

x

z

y

swimming 

direction

!"

#

r=75

fp! =
1

2!r

!

|x|=r

"#
1
T

$
p!(x, t)! p̄!(x))2 dt

%
dx + cRe!,

Re! = H(Ūe! ! Ū) (Ūe! ! Ū)2
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Optimization: Evolutionary Strategy
- black box approach,          not readily available
- iterative methods operating with populations of candidate solutions 
- Here : Covariance Matrix Adaptation - ES

stopping criteria 
fulfilled? 

Selection

Evaluation

Recombination

Mutation

start with initial 
offspring population

g=0

g=g+1

yes

stop

no

{xk}!
k=1

Offspring

Parents
{xk}µ

k=1

Hansen et al., Evol. Comput. 2003

!f
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- Efficient: learn from prior information to adapt mutation pdf P
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- Efficient: learn from prior information to adapt mutation pdf P
- Popular because of their flexibility and robustness
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Optimization: Evolutionary Strategy
- black box approach,          not readily available
- iterative methods operating with populations of candidate solutions 
- Here : Covariance Matrix Adaptation - ES
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- Efficient: learn from prior information to adapt mutation pdf P
- Popular because of their flexibility and robustness
- Main disadvantage: Need large number of objective function 

evaluations
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Optimization: History

Example: Efficient swimming
Convergence, manually stopped
Single evaluation ~ 2.5 CPU hours

Stefan Kern, Nikolaus Hansen, and Petros Koumoutsakos
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Figure 5: Convergence of the fitness value and the parameters of the e!cient swimming motion for
lmm-CMA (top) and CMA-ES (bottom). The strategies where manually stopped.

is K = (3.34, 1.67, 6.28, 6.28) and !tail = 1.72. The optimal solutions identified by the
two strategies are practically identical, giving an indication of the robustness of lmm-
CMA. We note that CMA-ES converged slightly faster, however the comparison of single
optimization runs has only limited significance. As apparent in the tests on benchmark
functions, in particular on noisy and multimodal problems, the potential speedup of lmm-
CMA compared to CMA-ES can be limited. In the current application of the optimization
of anguilliform swimming motions the local meta-models seem not to be able to provide
accurate predictions of the fitness functions. Nevertheless lmm-CMA still works reliable
without significant performance deterioration compared to CMA-ES.

6.5 Kinematics and Hydrodynamics of the Optimized Motion

We present results for the swimming motion optimized for e!cient swimming and
compare to a reference swimming motion described in [5]. The amplitude envelopes of
the body centerline of the two motions are depicted in Fig. 6. We note that for the e!cient
swimming motion K3 and K4 converged to the maximum allowed value of 2", indicating
that swimming with higher curvature values towards the tail is beneficial for e!cient
swimming. At the same time this tail motion is combined with significant undulation
in the anterior part of the body. The asymptotic swimming velocity of the e!cient
swimming is 0.33 body length per undulation cycle, while the reference swimming motion
achieves 0.4 body length per undulation cycle. The input power required by the reference

14
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
J. Carling et al., J Exp Biol, 1998
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
J. Carling et al., J Exp Biol, 1998
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
J. Carling et al., J Exp Biol, 1998
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Efficient swimming
‣2 times more efficient than prescribed motion pattern
‣has increased curvature, but smaller max tail angle
‣smaller acceleration/deceleration in cycle
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
J. Carling et al., J Exp Biol, 1998
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Slip U||/V:
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Fast swimming
‣ front part of body remains essentially straight

Efficient swimming
‣2 times more efficient than prescribed motion pattern
‣has increased curvature, but smaller max tail angle
‣smaller acceleration/deceleration in cycle
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Kinematics 
Reference motion
J. Carling et al., J Exp Biol, 1998
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Fast swimming
‣ front part of body remains essentially straight

Efficient swimming
‣2 times more efficient than prescribed motion pattern
‣has increased curvature, but smaller max tail angle
‣smaller acceleration/deceleration in cycle

Quiet swimming
‣High curvature in front
‣Reduced amplitude of tail angle
‣ 15% less efficient
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Wake Structure 
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Wake Structure 
Efficient swimming Fast swimming
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Wake Structure 
Efficient swimming Fast swimming

|!| ! 2,

!y

!z, u
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x

z y
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z

‣both swimming modes: characteristic lateral jets
‣both swimming modes: weak streamwise flow
‣Fast swimming:
‣vortex rings elongated in swimming direction
‣stronger secondary structures
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Wake Structure

Secondary flow 
structures:  
•ωx , a signature 
of undulations
•Production and 
convection in 
the wake

Efficient swimming Fast swimming
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Dynamics 

– Piecewise integration of 
viscous and pressure forces

– 5 Segments

Mean drag and thrust forces along the body

F =
!

S

¯̄! · n dS

Mz =
!

S

"
(¯̄! · n)! (x" xc)

#
· ez dS

1 2 3 4 5

–0.02

–0.01

0

0.01

0.02

segment

C
||

Head Tail

Drag

Thrust
– Efficient and Quiet: Thrust 

from middle segment
– Fast: Thrust from tail

Efficient

Fast

Quiet
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Dynamics 

– Efficient and Quiet: Curvature in middle 
segment provides thrust

– Fast: Thrust at tail 
– Similarity between Efficient and Quiet
– Inefficiency: suction past rounded tail edge, 

lack of fin?

Drag Thrust

Efficient swimming Fast swimming Quiet swimming

Unsteady drag and thrust forces along the body

(color scale x2)(color scale x1) (color scale x1)
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Acoustics 
How contradictory are quiet and efficient modes?
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Acoustics 
How contradictory are quiet and efficient modes?
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"
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r=75

Quiet: Efficiency degradation of 15%... just how quieter is it?
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total sound pressure loading part only

Acoustics 
How contradictory are quiet and efficient modes?
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•Sound pressure level reduce by ~17dB

•Loading noise is actually increased in Quiet

•Main Gain: Thickness noise is strongly reduced

Quiet: Efficiency degradation of 15%... just how quieter is it?
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Acoustics 
How contradictory are quiet and efficient modes?
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•Sound pressure level reduce by ~17dB

•Loading noise is actually increased in Quiet

•Main Gain: Thickness noise is strongly reduced

QuietEfficient
Thickness sources

Quiet: Efficiency degradation of 15%... just how quieter is it?
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Optimization

(Reverse) engineering

Function

Efficiency

Speed

Stealth

Motion 
parameterization

Numerical 
simulation

Evolutionary strategy

Identification

Motion

Wake

Noise

Dynamics

Objective 
function

Motion generation
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Motion generation and actuation 

From kinematics, fluid stresses, 
mass distribution,...
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Motion generation and actuation 

From kinematics, fluid stresses, 
mass distribution,...
discretization along centerline
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Motion generation and actuation 

From kinematics, fluid stresses, 
mass distribution,...

reconstruct torque histories at ideal 
joints

Fi-1/2
y

xi

Ii

Fi+1/2
y

Mi+1/2
z

mi

si

Fi+1/2
x

Fi-1/2
x M i-1/2

z

discretization along centerline
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Motion generation and actuation 

From kinematics, fluid stresses, 
mass distribution,...

reconstruct torque histories at ideal 
joints

Fi-1/2
y

xi

Ii

Fi+1/2
y

Mi+1/2
z

mi

si

Fi+1/2
x

Fi-1/2
x M i-1/2

z

Efficient swimming Fast swimming Quiet swimming

discretization along centerline
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Motion generation and actuation 

From kinematics, fluid stresses, 
mass distribution,...

reconstruct torque histories at ideal 
joints

Fi-1/2
y

xi

Ii

Fi+1/2
y

Mi+1/2
z

mi

si

Fi+1/2
x

Fi-1/2
x M i-1/2

z

Efficient swimming Fast swimming Quiet swimming

Torque ~ standing wave

discretization along centerline
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Motion generation and actuation 
Differentiate modes for motion generation
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Motion generation and actuation 
Differentiate modes for motion generation
and hints for Pattern Generation/Neural Circuits to lock onto 
swimming mode?
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Motion generation and actuation 
Differentiate modes for motion generation
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E.g. assuming oscillators for the  torque and curvature 
signals, compute gain/transfer function Torque/curvature 

and hints for Pattern Generation/Neural Circuits to lock onto 
swimming mode?
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Motion generation and actuation 
Differentiate modes for motion generation
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E.g. assuming oscillators for the  torque and curvature 
signals, compute gain/transfer function Torque/curvature 

and hints for Pattern Generation/Neural Circuits to lock onto 
swimming mode?

Control phase-shift?
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Summary
• Highly optimized anguilliform swimming modes discovered 

using Evolutionary Optimization

• Results support hypothesis that eels can modify their 
propulsive mode
– difference in flow structures depending on swimming mode

• Novel insight to unsteady drag and thrust production of 
the undulating body

• Acoustic signature mainly due to thickness noise, can be 
reduced at moderate cost in efficiency

• Motion generation
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